Abstract. This paper proposes a novel generative model for natural image representation and scene classification. Given a natural image, it is decomposed with learned holistic basis called scene gist components. This gist representation is a global and adaptive image descriptor, generatively including most essential information related to visual perception. Meanwhile prior knowledge for scene category is integrated in the generative model to interpret the newly input image. To validate the efficiency of the scene gist representation, a simple nonparametric scene classification algorithm is developed based on minimizing the scene reconstruction error. Finally comparison with other scene classification algorithm is given to show the higher performance of the proposed model.
Introduction
One of the extraordinary capabilities of the human visual system is its ability to rapidly group elements from a complex natural scene into the holistic and semantic percept. The studies of cognitive psychology have shown that human can recognize the category of natural scene in less than 150ms when a novel scene image is presented [1, 2] .
The gist of a novel scene is recognized at a single glance, independent of its spatial complexity. How is this remarkable feat accomplished? One prominent view of scene recognition is based on the idea that a scene is organized from a collection of objects. This notion depicts visual processing as a hierarchical organization of local modules of increasing complexity(gradually from edge to shape, object, then to global scene percept) [3] . On the other hand, psychological results suggest that a scene may be initially represented as a global entity and segmentation of region or object appears at a later stage after the formation of scene gist [2, 4] .
Motivated by the psychological evidence of scene gist components existed in the visual percept of natural image, we propose a novel holistic representation for natural image. The scene gist representation is an global image descriptor, adapted to natural image statistics to realize a most compressive encoding. Moreover, the marked performance in the scene classification task proves the superiority of this scene gist representation.
Related Works
Image representation or descriptor is of fundamental importance to the research of computer vision. It directly deals with organization of pixels, and plays a key role for extracting feature for later processing like feature classification and object recognition. Standard image descriptors, such as SIFT [5] , bank of Gabor wavelet and image pyramid [6] , have been widely used in feature extraction. In recent years, there have appeared another kind of adapted image descriptors drawing our attention. Early work on natural image statistics reveals that the natural image signal is highly non-gaussian and contains much information redundancy [7] . This leads to the headway in the Independent Component Analysis [8] or sparse coding [9] for natural image representation. The adapted basis share the similar response properties to the simple cell in the primary visual cortex. Summarily, the central concept of efficient coding is straightforward: if we want to efficiently capture the feature and reduce the redundancy, the image representation should reflect intrinsic structural properties of natural image [8] .
Recent works on scene image modeling are mainly based on local approach, such as bag of words model like pLSA [10] and LDA [11] , those methods are mainly through the hierarchical organization of local information to formulate the percepts of scenes. On the other hand, psychological results indicate that human visual system is more likely to rely on global approach to recognize the category of scenes [12] . Oliva et al [4] propose a global representation called Spatial Envelope. However, their holistic modeling of scene is only based on the amplitude of Fourier component coefficients for gray image, which ignores the influence of color information on the visual scene perception [13] , and their model is not generative. [4] we work on Fig.1 shows the example scene images from the scene dataset [4] our model is implemented on. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 extends our scene gist model in detail. In Section 3, the scene gist representation is applied to the scene classification experiment, and comparison is given. Section 4 concludes this holistic generative model, and discusses its subspace property related to image manifold research.
Scene Gist Generative Model
Psychological study [1] has indicated that human visual system integrates enough information for the category of a scene in about 150ms. What is the underlying computational mechanism in the visual cortex? We consider this problem from the view of signal analysis and reconstruction. A discrete-time input signal x can be holistically viewed as an N×1 column vector in R N (we treat a scene image data by vectorizing it into a long one-dimensional vector). To sense and extract the gist of scenes for visual system is like a dynamic filtering and reconstruction process between input signal x∈ R N and intrinsic signal representation s∈ R M , that is:
where filter basis W is a projection from the image pixel space R N to a representational space R M , the reconstruction basis A(if W is full-rank square matrix, A=W −1 ) recovers the image pixels from a given representational space, andx is the reconstructed image signal.
Our generative model learns nearly-optimized holistic components A and W to represent the natural image. When the image signal is projected on these basis to enable M N, and to minimize x −x 2 , then, we term s as the scene gist representation, A and W as scene gist components. Before further expending our scene gist representation, two important issues on information redundancy should be discussed, which constitute a theoretical foundation for our model.
Information Redundancy Revisited
Efficient coding is a general framework under which many mechanisms of our visual processing can be interpreted. Barlow [14] first proposed the efficient coding hypothesis for the purpose of visual processing as to removes information redundancies in the sensory input. The research of natural image statistics [7] also indicates that there is a large amount of redundancy in the visual signal. To sum up, two kinds of information redundancy exist in visual signal processing:
Perceptual redundancy. Perceptual redundancy relates to the human prior knowledge about the visual world. In a sense, prior knowledge is the redundant Fig. 2 . Natural scene images are heavily blurred and noised respectively, we can recognize them because of prior knowledge for street and coast(better view in color edition) information that should be suppressed by a coding system [14] . However, human visual system relies heavily on the prior knowledge to interpret the input signal, especially when the input signal is incomplete or noisy. Fig.2 shows two blurred and heavily noised natural scene images, we still can easily recognize them as street and coast because of our prior knowledge on the spatial layout of two scene categories.
Our scene gist model would integrate the prior knowledge in the learned gist components A and W, to help encode and interpret newly input signal.
Computational redundancy. The other kind is computational redundancy. One of the fundamental problems in computer vision is the curse of dimensionality. The high dimensionality of image weakens the performance of algorithms like object recognition [15] . Hopefully despite of the high dimensionality of image, there are two regularities of natural image that could be utilized. First, natural images are usually embedded in a relatively low dimensional subspace of images, and there are common spatial patterns along the ensemble of the same scene category [16] . Second, for the specific purpose of visual task such as the scene classification, the necessary scale of images might be low. Fig.3 demonstrates those two regularities of natural image. Fig.3a is the chart of procedure we take: first downsample original 256×256 natural image to 32×32, then resize it to 256×256, so that information of the resized image is equal to the 32×32 image. And Fig.3b shows the result for example images from 8 different categories, orderly, coast, mountain, forest, open country, street, inside city, tall building and highway (refer to Fig. 1 for the example images with original scale). We can see that the low 32×32 scale preserves enough information for recognition. In Fig. 3d , we average 200 natural scene images from 8 different category ensembles separately, arranged in the same order as Fig.3b , we could still recognize the category of those image even the images are heavily blurred and averaged. This example illustrates that from image regularity we still could distinguish the certain semantic information such as the scene category. Moreover, when we average images from two or more different ensembles of scene category together, like in Fig.3c , there is no statistical regularities among the random averaged images, that is to say, the statistical regularities only exist within the same scene category. Those statistical regularities are learned in our model as scene gist components.
Learning Gist Component
Since we have demonstrated that there are statistical regularities within scene images sampled from same category ensemble, our assumption is that if those regularities were learned as prior knowledge, we could construct highly efficient representation for natural scenes.
Let X=[x 1 ,x 2 ,. . . ] be the matrix of images from the ensemble of one scene category, W=[w 1 ,w 2 ,. . . ] be the filter basis, W T be the first T rows of W, and A T be the first T columns of A. Since given the number of T, the optimalÃ andW should minimizes the reconstruction error,
where · F is the Frobenius norm, defined as: Y F = Tr(Y Y). According to Eckart-Young theorem [17] , the optimal solution to Eq .3 is the PCA basis of the sample matrix, that is, W is ensemble of the eigenvectors for sample covariance matrix, and A=W −1 . Given the threshold T, and a scene image x, then
we can reconstruct the scene image to minimize the reconstruction error by: We learn gist components A T and W T respectively from 8 category ensembles based on PCA components. 1 In Fig.4 , we show first 32 gist components A i from 4 scene categories i. Obviously it reveals that the gist components have holistic spatial property for corresponding scene categories( refer the example scene images in Fig.1 ), we can see that the gist components are the holistic components for every scene category. Because of the adaptive property and orthogonality of PCA basis, the energy of the image signal focuses on the first few principal basis. Fig.5 illustrates that two coast images are projected to the coast PCA basis, the amplitude of coefficients is focused on first few gist components, and the series of small images below the horizontal-axle are the reconstructed images by increasing the threshold T, from 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500. Empirically with T around 200, the perceptual loss can be hardly perceived. 
Discriminative Property of Gist Components
We have learned the gist component pair (W , while i = j? It is found that the gist components have discriminative sparse property between different categories: When one scene image is projected to the PCA components from the same scene category, the coefficients of gist components appear to be sparse(focused on first few components), otherwise are not. Fig. 6 gives two examples: a coast scene image is projected to gist components of mountain, and the other one is a mountain scene image projected to gist components of coast, in both conditions the coefficients of basis are not sparse. Then, threshing the coefficients would bring on the reconstructed image signals both great energy and perceptual loss, as shown in Fig. 6 . In the following Experiment section, we apply this discriminative property of gist components to develop a simple nonparametric classification algorithm, based on minimizing the scene reconstruction loss.
Experiment
Scene classification task is to assign each test image to one category of scene, Fig.1 shows the example scene images from the dataset [4] , which includes 8 categories of scenes. The performance is illustrated by a confusion table, and overall performance is measured by the average value of the diagonal entries of the confusion table, see Fig. 7 and Table 2 .
Gist Subspace Classification Method
For each scene category i, we have learned gist components W i T and A i T on corresponding scene category ensembles. Then given one scene image x∈ R N ,
Relying on the discriminative property of gist components shown in Section 2.3, we can classify x by assigning it to the scene category i that minimizes the reconstruction error between x andx i :
Algorithm below summarizes the complete scene classification procedure. For the sake of comparison with other methods, we learn our gist components of each categories from downsampled 48×48 gray images, which ignore the influence of color information, then the threshold T is set empirically as 150, so that the learned gist components
. Experiment has been repeated ten times with different 200 (75% of each scene category ensemble) randomly selected images for learning scene gist components and the entire ensemble of images for test images for scene classification. Fig. 7 shows the confusion table for scene classification. The average performance is 88.75%. In Table 2 , we compare our algorithm with other two methods [4, 10] , [4] 83.75% pLSA [10] 86.65%
Result
from which we can see our Gist Subspace classification method achieves the best performance. This experiment demonstrates the computational efficiency of the scene gist representation.
Discussion and Conclusion
The scene gist components A T and W T include the prior knowledge through the learning process. We conjecture those adapted components may act like the specialized neurons responsible for encoding spatial layout of the scene image in the visual cortex. Our work supports the assumption that there is close relationship between the natural image statistics and the neural representation [7] . On the other hand, there is in-depth implication beyond the discriminative property of gist components. The learning procedure for gist components is based on the Principal Component Analysis. Mathematically, PCA, as the classical linear technique for dimensionality reduction, is to discover the intrinsic structure of data lying on or near a linear low-dimensional subspace in the high-dimensional input space. So that different ensembles of scene category may be different subspaces R M embedded in high dimensional space R N , where M N, and the different scene gist components approximate the unit basis spanning each subspace. When a natural image is projected to the subspace of the same scene category, energy of signal concentrates on first few basis, otherwise it does not(refer to Fig.  6 ). That is why the Gist Subspace classification algorithm works. Our findings correspond with previous work on manifold learning [18] that the natural images are embedded in a low-dimensional manifold. Our further work would focus on generalizing a perceptual-meaningful manifold structure for natural images.
To conclude, we propose a holistic generative model of natural image. The scene classification experiment demonstrates its efficiency on representing natural scene image. Moreover, its inner connection to the more general modeling of natural image is discussed.
